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Conserving Farmland—The Next Chapter in Land Protection for Arizona
By Jeanne Trupiano

or this edition of For Lands’ Sake, we highlight
three examples of good work that supports our
local growers and protects Arizona’s farmland. As CALT
enters our third decade of land conservation, farmland
preservation is becoming increasingly important. As
with private ranchlands, farmers are also seeking ways
to retain their agricultural land. In some cases, this may
require changing local land use plans and policies. The
conservation of farmland, like ranchlands, benefits our
communities by conserving open lands that buffer from
sprawl and by providing habitat for our resident and
migratory wildlife species. Small farms also bring us
access to fresh and tasty produce, artisanal foods, jobs,
and specialty farm products.

Education and Outreach to Fit the Needs of
Today’s Small Growers
With the goal of promoting sustainable local food
production in Northern Arizona, a needs assessment was
conducted for small growers in Yavapai and Coconino
Counties and published in 2020 as part of a new
Commercial Horticulture and Small Acreage (CHSA)
program established by the University of Arizona
Cooperative Extension. The effort was led by Dr. Isaac
Mpanga, and his colleagues Jeff Schalau, and
Dr. Ursula K. Schuch.
This assessment calculates responses from 30
agricultural stakeholders in Yavapai and Coconino
Counties to direct the focus of this new program. The
CHSA program promotes innovative practices to increase
local food production in Northern Arizona. According
to the assessment: “The growers are passionate about
sustainable agriculture practices and operations that
have low synthetic chemical inputs. Most of the growers
have a ready market for their products by selling at the
farmer’s market, to restaurants, and Community Support
Agriculture (CSA) programs.” Growers see engaging with
scientists and industry in research and extension activities

as very important. Currently, free monthly Small Farmers
Colloquium (SFC) events are online and open to all who
are interested in networking and discussing issues related
to small-scale farming in this two county region.

Creating a Tool Kit for Farmland Preservation
in the Greater Phoenix Metro Area
Local First Arizona, a statewide non-profit organization
with a mission to promote and support local businesses,
has undertaken a sweeping effort to keep local growers in
the West Valley of the Phoenix Metro Area in production.
Targeting primarily small and medium farms, Helene Tack,
Sustainability Liaison with Local First Arizona, stresses
that Arizona’s farmers are some of the most productive
in the country and contribute significantly to the state’s
economy. In 2017, vegetables comprised 26% of the
market value of agricultural products sold for Arizona,
ranking above dairy,
cattle, cotton, and forage
crops. Yet when it
comes to available land
for growing fresh fruits
and vegetables, Arizona
farmers are facing a big
challenge, most notably
Photo Credit: Local First Arizona
in the urban areas of
Maricopa County. With
Farmers like David Vose and Sara Dolan
of Blue Sky Organic Farms are working
a growing population,
to save Arizona farmland.
land that is most viable
Learn more at www.blueskyorganicfarms.com
for growing food has
been steadily transitioning from ploughed fields to paved
subdivisions.
To address the loss of farmland, Local First Arizona has
been researching solutions to the land access challenges
for farmers in metro Phoenix. By interviewing farmers,
land trusts, and land conservation organizations in
Arizona and other parts of the country, they are bringing
together stakeholders to form the Coalition for Farmland
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Board of Directors…stay tuned.
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Yours
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we all love!
A native of the area, and lover of all things outdoors, Becky got
involved with CALT in the mid-1990’s through friends
Harley Shaw and Patty Woodruff. She joined the CALT
board to help Harley bring some governance structure to what
was then a group of biologists who favored four-hour board
meetings focused on “in the weeds scientific discussions”.
She has since been re-elected President several times and is still
trying to bring greater governance structure to the CALT
Board of Directors…stay tuned.
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Conserving Farmland—The Next Chapter in Land Protection for Arizona (cont.)
Preservation. Guided by a charter and oversight by a
twelve person steering committee, the Coalition has begun
raising awareness about land that is at-risk and helping
the growers keep or find viable farmland. As the efforts
increase to retain farmland in the Phoenix metro area, the
Coalition’s working
groups will provide
the necessary
research and outreach
to help farmers focus
on what they are
experts at—keeping
the community
well supplied with
Photo Credit: JB DelCampo
delicious fresh,
locally grown fruits Our local farmers markets provide important outlets
for farm products.
and vegetables.

Putting Research to Good Use for Water
Conservation
In the Verde Valley, The Nature Conservancy (TNC)
has worked on land and water resource conservation
since the early 2000s through its Verde River Program.
Kim Schonek, Program Manager, leads a team that
has successfully engaged in farmland preservation. In
2018, TNC successfully established the Hauser Farm
Agricultural Conservation Easement with support from
the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS). Kim
is also actively involved in water conservation projects
that support local growers. TNC has made investments
in irrigation water management on most of the large
ditches along the Verde River and a few in the Oak Creek
area. This management supports water conservation with
the installation of piping, control structure improvements,
and monitoring equipment. Kim also works with a variety
of small and large landowners on improving their irrigation
water delivery, which has included work with Sunnyside
Farms and Tres Brisas Ranch.

Photo Credit: JB DelCampo

From CALT’s perspective, conservation of farmland can
be more complex than ranchlands. In order for growers
to continue farming, they need to be supported by land
use and water supply policies, which guarantee that the
water resources will always be there for agricultural
CENTRAL ARIZONA LAND TRUST

purposes. With the growing need to support residential
and commercial development, the direction of water to
agricultural purposes can be uncertain. Additionally,
once land is slated for development the cost to own land
becomes an insurmountable obstacle for farmers. As we
work to plan for what our future communities offer our
children and grandchildren, it is critical that the longterm protection of our agricultural lands be given full
consideration for the extensive community benefits they
provide.

Learn more about these farmland
conservation efforts:
Small Farmers Coalition: www.extension.arizona.edu/
events/2021-03-01/small-scale-farmers-colloquium-2021
Local First Arizona: www.localfirstaz.com
The Nature Conservancy, Verde River Program:

www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-to-help/places-we-protect/verde-river

Flagstaff Farmers’ Market: www.flagstaffmarket.com
Prescott Farmers’ Market: www.prescottfarmersmarket.org

CALT can offer our services as a certified land
conservation organization to hold and defend conservation
easements in perpetuity. Landowners who have granted
conservation easements to CALT have found that each
easement is drafted to speak to the purpose of the resource
protection as well as the circumstances of the landowners.
In this way, the agreement offers flexibility while
providing a permanent guarantee that the land will never
be subdivided or developed and the water resources will
stay with the land, ensuring that the agricultural use can be
continued as the best use of the property for future farming
generations.
To many young farmers, the granting of a conservation
easement opens the door to ownership of a small farm.
When land is encumbered with a conservation easement,
often times the value of the land is reduced because it can
never be developed. This action can provide opportunities
for the next generation of growers to continue owning,
farming and caring for the land.

Let’s Keep in Touch
While we publish our newsletter twice a year, we’d
like to keep you update-to-date by email about our
efforts to preserve the lands we all love. So please
share your email address with us by sending us an
email at calt@centralazlandtrust.org or by signing up
on our website www.centralazlandtrust.org.
follow us on Facebook: 				
www.Facebook.com/centralazlandtrust
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Land Trust Accreditation’s Positive Impact: First Ten Years

CALT Re-Accreditation Update

ACCREDITATION &

How do you ensure an organization will be around
into the future to maintain its conservation easements?
Accreditation is a BIG part of that. In our fall issue we
included the public notice of beginning this process and
thought we’d take a minute to update our supporters on this
important process.
Accreditation (re-Accreditation in this case) means creating
comprehensive, easy to understand systems for managing
special gifts, restricted donations, and endowments. Because
of the accreditation process, we have a complete inventory of
each and every acre we protect with an easement including
yearly inspections and insurance to defend legal threats to
easements. We have adopted polices to guide our work in land
acquisition and are concentrated on ensuring that we have
sufficient funds to maintain our lands. Since CALT is very
lean organization, board member Patricia Bruneau-Gaber
and Matt Turner, Conservation Specialist, worked with other
board members and consultants to get this documentation
in place. It’s a huge effort but worth it to keep us on solid
ground. Our application was delivered on time: April 8th.
Land trust accreditation is a mark of distinction, showing
that a land trust meets high standards for land conservation. It
sends a message to landowners and supporters: “Invest in us.
We are a strong, effective organization you can trust to
conserve your land forever.”

TRUST
83%

79

%

of foundation and government
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factored into their organization’s

DECISION-MAKING

of public agencies
and foundations
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increases their

PROTECTED IN
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107%

ACCREDITATION &
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their confidence that
their land would be

%
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LAND TRUST

of accredited land trusts responded that
accreditation motivated them to make

ORGANIZATIONAL
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160%
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land trust average
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ACRES CONSERVED

OPERATING BUDGET

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEERS

2005–2015

2005–2015

2005–2015

Accredited land trust
average increase in

PERMANENCE 85
220%
5x
ACCREDITATION &

Accredited land trust average
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DEFENSE AND
STEWARDSHIP FUNDS
2005–2015

%

of accredited land trusts said the
accreditation program had improved
the community’s ability to meet

THE PROMISE OF PERPETUITY

5x

more likely to

more likely to

MONITOR 100%
OF EASEMENTS
EACH YEAR

HAVE BASELINE
DOCUMENTATION

2015 census report

for every easement
2015 census report

For the full report see “An Impact Evaluation of the Land Trust Accreditation Program’s First Ten Years,” July 2018, at www.landtrustaccreditation.org.

The accreditation seal is awarded to land trusts meeting the highest
national standards for excellence and conservation permanence.
www.landtrustaccreditation.org

An independent external evaluation of the impact of the first ten years of
the accreditation program shows the land trust community’s investment in
accreditation paid off, and the impact can continue to grow.

Jeanne Trupiano: Creator of Conservation Easements and Partnerships
By Claire Bronson

n this world of instant gratification, Jeanne’s work
is the polar opposite. That’s because creating a
permanent conservation easement tailored to the
landowner and land’s needs require a long view, and in
the case of conservation easements, this means forever. It
includes lots of collaboration, real estate and legal work,
conservation biology, and heaps of patience. CALT has
been lucky beyond measure to have Jeanne’s guidance and
professional skills for over 15 years.
Jeanne came to Arizona for her Masters in Environmental
Planning at Arizona State University in 1990. Following
graduation, she became the Natural Resource Planner at
Arizona State Parks where she helped the state find and
purchase “heritage land”. She continued to hone her land
acquisition skills through work at the Salt River Project.
Fast forward to 2003, Jeanne and her family moved to
Colorado where she began working with communitybased conservation easements at a local land trust like
CALT. Jeanne became involved with CALT in 2007
negotiating an agricultural conservation easement on the
W Diamond Ranch in Skull Valley, now the Seven Spears
Ranch. Add to all this experience seven years as Planning
and Acquisition manager for Coconino County, then
establishing her own company, and the result for CALT has
CENTRAL ARIZONA LAND TRUST

been a portfolio of successful and rock-solid conservation
easements.
How does she keep going through the months and
years of legal, scientific, and political work necessary
to create conservation easements? Jeanne says working
with landowners keeps her going. Witnessing their
commitment and dedication to the land is inspiring. It
gives her the energy to negotiate the many steps to help
these landowners manifest their dreams of staying on the
land and seeing it continue as working land for future
generations.
While Jeanne will be
retiring in October, she
leaves an expansive
legacy and foundation
of successful
conservation
easements for CALT
to build upon. Indeed
the future is bright for Jeanne was project lead on the acquisition of over
land conservation in
2,200 acres of State Trust land at Rogers Lake in
the 1990s. This land is adjacent to Camp Navajo
Arizona thanks to all
where she helped CALT negotiate an easement in
of Jeanne’s hard work.
2019-2020.
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Donors Make It Happen
STEWARDS: $500 AND ABOVE
Anonymous 3
Biophilia Foundation
Norman and Loretta Brawley
Edmond Case
Billy Cordasco
The Henry Dahlberg Foundation
Sam and Leigh Downing
Steve Gaber and Patricia 		
		Bruneau-Gaber
Gwydion Fund for Wild Nature
Charles and Christy Hastings
James and Sandra Heuerman
Barbara Indra
Sue Lewis
Enock and DeDawn Malouff
Fred and Mary Ann Markham
Kathleen and Michael O’Connor-Masse
Paul and Shawn Orme
Ben Powers
Prescott True Value Hardware
Rebecca Ruffner
The Henry Dahlberg Foundation
Vehr Family Foundation
J. Steven Worthley
TOP HANDS: $250-$499
Jan Anderson
Anonymous

We thank our generous donors for their support. All donors who made
contributions to CALT from November, 2020 to March, 2021 are
acknowledged in the following list.*

Claire Bronson
Barb and Steve Collins
Steven Corey
Vaughn Delp-Smith
Allan Hinton
Ken and Scarlett Jordan
Ruth Lysak
Carlos Ronstadt
Shannon Rosenblatt
Dennis and Martha Sargent
Keith Woods
Ida Wolf
PARTNERS IN PROTECTION:
$100-$249
Allegra Print and Imaging
Anonymous 2
Susan Arnold
Bob and Linda Beauchamp
Åsa Björklund
Alan Crary
George and Maggie Fornara
Jock and Debra Favour
Michael Geboy and Carol 		
		Hunter-Geboy
Robert Gessner and Catherine 		
		Palm-Gessner
Anna Mary Glaab
Robert and Carolee Gray

Special dedications:

Greg Baker in honor of RD and Valerie Baker
Norman and Loretta Brawley in memory of the Pete Brawley family,
		Tanqu Ranch
Vaughn Delp-Smith in memory of Ron Smith
Sam and Leigh Downing in honor of Richard and Carol Yetman
Jock and Debra Favour in memory of Mark Seeger
George and Maggie Fornara in memory of Margaret Fornara

Linda Guy
R. James Hills
Dava Hoffman
James Knaup
Mark and Lynn Leu
Lois and Richard Longfield
Joyce Mackin
Kathy Malm
Mary Kaye O’Neill
Bill Otwell and Janet Markham
Joanne Polayes
Donn and Carol Rawlings
Abbie Roses
Ted and Cynthia Schleicher
Barbara Stewart
Steve Walker and Denise 		
		Brussart-Walker
Richard and Carol Yetman
LAND LOVERS: $10-$99
Amazon Smiles
Anonymous 3
Greg Baker
Gary and Molly Beverly
Bronwyn Butterfield and Warren Miller
Judith Campbell
Kathleen Cater
Richard Downey
Tom Fleischner and Edie Dillon

Mark Goodman
Sandy Geiger
Toni Kaus and Mary Trevor
Gerald Kieckow
Kenneth and Jacquelyn Kimsey
Joan Klein
Cathy and Heath Krieger
James and Carol Landis
Ray and Beverly Lesniak
James and Fran Mick
Meredith Miller
Robert Miller and Tina Cobos
Bradley Newman
Page Newton
Ruth Norris
Parry Family Trust
Robert and Bonnie Pranter
Kristin Rasmussen
Robert and Kristen Rothrock
Reta Rutledge
Paul and Sandra Sangster
Edward and Virginia Seaver
Jan Simmons
Brenda and Roy Smith
Gary Stake and Mary Morris
Marilyn Blue Stringer
Bert Teskey
Gerald Walters and Sue Linn Brugger
Mary G. Warren

Joan Klein in memory of Daniel L. Klein
Sue Lewis in honor of Randy and Linda Weatbrook
Kathleen and Michael O’Connor-Masse in memory of Jackie and Bob Nolan
Fred and Mary Ann Markham in honor of Phil Bolstad
Rebecca Ruffner in memory of Elisabeth Ruffner
Ted and Cynthia Schleicher in memory of Bruce Sargent
J. Steven Worthley in memory of Charles and Mimi Orme
Jan Simmons in memory of Jim Simmons
* If we acknowledged your gift incorrectly, please let us know at
info@centralazlandtrust.org. Thanks!

CALT Welcomes New Board Members

Anna Mary Glaab believes that preserving

working ranches and allowing families to continue their
generations-long work and lifestyle is vitally important to
our country and society.
Born into the Rigden and Hays families, she grew up in
Kirkland, AZ, getting her education on the family ranch
and at the one room schoolhouse where her grandmother
had taught in 1905. From there she attended and graduated
from Prescott High School. She worked locally at the bank
in Yarnell, then in 1983 was hired as a clerk at the Yarnell
Justice Court. After the judge retired, she ran for his seat
and was elected to serve as Justice of the Peace in Bagdad
and Yarnell—a position she held for 26 years.
All along, she continued to help her family working on
and managing the ranch—something she continues to do.
Her lifelong involvement in ranching has taught her that
nothing can compare to, or replace, the value of land and
the freedom of open spaces.

CENTRAL ARIZONA LAND TRUST

Brenda Hershkowitz moved to Wickenburg Arizona,

as a child, with her family in the early 1970’s. Growing up,
she worked on the ranches of friends and family members
where her love for horses and the open range grew. She
attended Northern Arizona University where she studied
accounting and business management.
Brenda married James Hershkowitz, whose greatgrandfather, Harry Hershkowitz, was an Arizona pioneer.
Harry moved to Arizona in the late 1800s, settling in
Congress where he ran a general store for the mining
camps.
Brenda’s love for wide open spaces and horseback riding
through the Arizona landscapes brought her to become a
volunteer for Central Arizona Land Trust. She is excited to
be of service in preserving the open spaces in Arizona for
generations to enjoy.
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Federal Tax Deduction Continues:
The CARES ACT extends the charitable
donation deduction through 2021, up to
$300 of a taxpayer’s charitable contributions
to qualify as an above-the-line deduction.
It increases the amount to $600 for married
couples filing joint returns.

CALT Lands in Trust

Orme Ranch Forever Update
By Diana Kessler

Thumb Butte

s the winter storms continue to provide good moisture to the Ranch we
look forward to the year ahead and the completion of the Orme Ranch
conservation easement. Great progress was made in 2020 due to the generosity of
so many donors to the Orme Ranch Forever campaign. Most importantly, because
of this generous support, we are pleased to report that the Biophilia Foundation
challenge grant was met in just 6 months! CALT received $50,000 in donations
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$100,000.
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As CALT proceeds to complete the Orme Ranch Conservation Easement this
year, there is a significant opportunity to support this permanent protection effort.
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The permanent conservation of the Orme Ranch guarantees that the land and water
resources of the Orme Ranch will continue its legacy of responsible and sustainable
agriculture and be forever free from the threat of subdivision and development.

Become a Partner in Protection

www.centralazlandtrust.org
calt@centralazlandtrust.org
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